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Company Profile

Introduction
We live in very enthusiastic times, where technology and
innovation are creating new sectors and taking some of
them to a whole new level.
One of the main figures of this change is loyalty, the
branch of marketing that for decades has cultivated
relationships between brands and their customers.

In the next pages we want to share with you some
information about Djungle, its vision of the world and
where it’s heading to in the next years: I hope they can be
an inspiration for you, as they are for me and my team.
Good reading.

We have founded Djungle because we strongly believe
that gamification and big data could have an important
role in this process.
Throughout the products designed by Djungle, we have
come to the conclusion that loyalty can be revolutionary: it
not only can become a system that understands the needs
of the customer and his everyday life, but it can also be a
powerful instrument of real time marketing, available for
managers and entrepreneurs.

Giulietta Testa
CEO @ Djungle
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Djungle: get data by game
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Store as engagement
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Loyalty is not an instrument for real time marketing
Real time marketing

➔
➔

(Big) Data analysis

➔
Gamification
Mobile-first approach
Store as engagement
Privacy by design
Richiedi una demo
Go to case study

Which products were most purchased by women who are 25 to 40 y/o,
at my stores, this morning?
In which city are people interacting the most with product X, at this
very moment?
Which one is the least liked color of a product from my stores, located
at the center of cities that have less than 100.000 residents?

In order to be competitive and take the opportunities the market offers, a company needs to
find answers in real time to many questions like the ones above. Yet, many instruments of
traditional loyalty are not able to do so.
The beginning of Djungle takes place at this very point.
It’s the first loyalty solution that delivers to its clients
dashboards, generated in real time, that show all data
registered in their loyalty application.
It also uses its powerful artificial intelligence and
machine learning engine, which registers the patterns
that are different from the usual ones and notifies them
immediately to the company
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The point of sale can’t be must be a source of data
Real time marketing
(Big) Data analysis
Gamification
Mobile-first approach
Store as engagement
Privacy by design
Richiedi una demo
Go to case study

Using on gamification, the loyalty applications designed by Djungle motivate the user to
interact with the point of sale before he even makes a purchase, collecting different types of
data about his preferences and interests.
Not just that. Thanks to the accurate geolocation system implemented in the loyalty apps
designed by Djungle, users can also be activated when they are near the store and be
rewarded when they enter the store to complete a challenge.
This way, loyalty is not only a fun experience for
the user, but it’s also useful for the company for
two reasons: first, the physical store is
transformed into a big source of data and
second, it can captivate the brand followers
and physically activate them.
Djungle offers an effective alternative
compared to the traditional loyalty solutions,
where the point of sale remains only as a
limited contact point with the public.
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Loyalty collects only also data from purchases
Real time marketing
(Big) Data analysis
Gamification
Mobile-first approach
Store as engagement
Privacy by design
Richiedi una demo

But...how can Djungle provide such an accurate data?
Djungle is introducing into the loyalty perspective the possibility of gathering and processing
valuable data, related to the preferences of the customers beyond the purchase procedure.
It’s true that purchase data is fundamental for companies: in fact, loyalty applications designed
by Djungle, register the users’ receipts, monitor their KPIs and continually contribute to
improve their performance.
Still, it’s more interesting to understand what happens
when the user is constantly interacting with the brand,
in many other ways, even if he is outside the store, in
other circumstances, not related to the time of purchase.
Take for example the moment when the user is doing a
playful activity and, at the same time, he’s using his
smartphone: this is exactly what Djungle does.

Go to case study
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Loyalty is a threshold program gamification
Real time marketing

Firstly, Djungle is a loyalty solution able to
increase the active engagement between
clients and the brand, thanks to gamification.

(Big) Data analysis
Gamification
Mobile-first approach
Store as engagement
Privacy by design
Richiedi una demo
Go to case study

Time out challenges, missions to accomplish,
badges that can be unlocked: thanks to
gamification techniques developed by Djungle,
people don’t feel treated as clients anymore,
they feel involved in many different activities.
Djungle is designed to be a loyalty solution
where clients are not just limited to collect
points, but can also play along with the brand.
In this aspect, Djungle represents a system that
is radically diverse from threshold programs - in
the traditional fidelity card and its most recent
digital form - the customers are used to.
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An app that users have to want to have
Real time marketing

A strong limitation that traditional loyalty programs have is that, to be part of them, clients have
to keep a physical card in their wallets or need to download the app on their phones.

(Big) Data analysis

This is the point: they have to.

Gamification

Instead, Djungle creates loyalty applications that clients download because they want to
have them on their cell phone.

Mobile-first approach

The reason why is pretty simple: loyalty programs designed by Djungle are based on playful
interactions, and give also the possibility get coupons and numerous discounts.

Store as engagement

This means that very often, people spontaneously
interact with loyalty applications developed by
Djungle, even when they’re not inside the store or
doing a purchase.

Privacy by design
Richiedi una demo
Go to case study

With Djungle, companies have the possibility to get
a mobile-first approach with their clients and truly
discover, in a satisfying way for everyone, their daily
habits and their most desirable wishes.
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Loyalty finds difficult to must treat data with much care
Real time marketing
(Big) Data analysis
Gamification
Mobile-first approach
Store as engagement
Privacy by design

When gamification turns into a tool the users use to tell the brand things about
themselves, the creation of the game is not only assigned to creatives, designers and
developers; it also requires a legal figure.
We have developed the loyalty system paying
much attention to the new GDPR European
legislation, which regulates the legal aspects
of personal data treatment.
As a result, we have a tool that allows us to
constantly get new information, using
specific games that give the customer an
unconventional experience with the brand,
having absolute respect and concern
about privacy and transparency.

Richiedi una demo
Go to case study
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Get a demo
Contacts
info@djungle.io

www.djungle.io

Follow us on LinkedIn

Go to case study
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Flying Tiger Copenhagen & Djungle
–
Case study
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A digital strategy for an “offline retail brand”

Is there anyone that doesn’t know the Flying Tiger
Copenhagen knick-knacks stores, that in the last years
have conquered the market with their curious, extravagant
and low-cost products?
With more than 800 stores in 28 countries, the popularity
of Flying Tiger Copenhagen stores has grown exponentially
in the past few years, even if the brand remained an “offline
retail brand”: newsletter in store, captivating showcases,
events with big amount of followers, sponsorships,
charitable causes...
Tiger, a very active brand on different initiatives, equipped
with social profile, still hasn’t found a proper engagement
with this wide audience.

“

We have 1.4 million followers and we don’t know
who they are. It’s good that we have so many but
how should we communicate with them? And it’s
not only about communicating, it’s also about
creating sales. So how can we be more precise and
push people in a nice way back to the store?

Today, thanks to Djungle, Flying Tiger Copenhagen is
developing strategies that give an answer to this question.
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Loyalty & Gamification: investing on relationship
Real time marketing
Mobile-first approach
Gamification
Store as engagement
(Big) Data analysis
Risultati

In a perspective where market is
becoming every time more complex and
where the “everyday low price” is turning
into a required practice for many brands
in different sectors, working on a
personal relation with users becomes a
higher priority.
This is the reason why Flying Tiger
Copenhagen found a strong connection
with Djungle: both companies are
convinced that loyalty is more than just
a relation based on purchase. It can
boost and gather many other actions
and interactions with the brand.

Scarica l’app
Back to Djungle
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Loyalty & Gamification: investing on relationship
Real time marketing
Mobile-first approach
Gamification
Store as engagement
(Big) Data analysis
Risultati
Scarica l’app

Djungle has developed different
gamification techniques for Flying Tiger
Copenhagen to give its users an
authentic and unconventional
experience, based on the construction of
an engagement that changes the
traditional concept of “going to the store”,
transforming it into a daily “hang out
with” the brand.
With the loyalty app designed by Djungle,
Flying Tiger Copenhagen can locate the
most loyal users, who find the playful
element and the friendly interaction a
unique characteristic of the brand, and
motivate them to become an active
community of willing ambassadors.

Back to Djungle
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More Candy Crush, less kebab shop fidelity card
Real time marketing
Mobile-first approach
Gamification
Store as engagement
(Big) Data analysis
Risultati
Scarica l’app
Back to Djungle

Even if the brand doesn’t have much knowledge about its own users, a study shows that 59% of
the customers define themselves as “playful explorers”, meaning they love surprises and get
captivated by new products.
Users visit the store, play with the items and are very interested about the ongoing collection of
products and their functionality.
Could an unconventional brand as
Flying Tiger Copenhagen use the
traditional “fidelity card”?
Off course not.
With the help of Djungle, Flying
Tiger Copenhagen has decided to
go for a full digital solution with a
mobile-first approach, choosing a
system that helps users to have the
same emotional experience they
have at the stores.
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Purchases & coupons, also challenges and surprises
Real time marketing
Mobile-first approach
Gamification
Store as engagement
(Big) Data analysis
Risultati

The program is based on a “gamificated” path: the user registers to the program and chooses
his own avatar from a variety of Flying Tiger characters. The user starts the path as a “Tiger
puppy”, meaning he is at the first level of the game; if he completes some missions, actions and
games, he reaches higher levels every time and becomes a “Flying Tiger”.
In this path, the user also finds many surprises, coupons, fortune wheels and “Tiger badges”, a
collection of accessories and titles the user can win by displaying his own skills and preferences.
Also when the user buys products in the store, he can win standard discounts and coupons to
use in the next purchase.
The purpose of the loyalty program is to promote, collect and reward the interactions that take
place in the shopping experience: purchases, social activity, feedback exchange, store actions,
community relations…
In a “gamificated” program these interactions are introduced as missions that the user can
accomplish by using the social network, the app or inside the stores.

Scarica l’app
Back to Djungle
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Online-offline interaction
Real time marketing
Mobile-first approach
Gamification
Store as engagement
(Big) Data analysis
Risultati
Scarica l’app
Back to Djungle

To promote the loyalty solution designed by Djungle,
Flying Tiger Copenhagen Per promuovere la
soluzione di loyalty basata su Djungle, Flying Tiger
Copenhagen implemented a gamification system
inside the store. To every Flying Tiger Copenhagen
Store is given the “recall to the forest” personal code,
with which cashiers can motivate the customers to
download the app and become part of the Flying
Tiger Jungle community. At the end of the
competition cashiers that have recalled the most
users to the Jungle get rewarded with a bonus.
The loyalty app designed by Djungle was configured
in a way that allow the stores to interact with the app
users and their everyday life, in many other ways.
Clients, for example, are invited to leave feedback
after a visit to the store, be part of timeout
challenges, sent based on their geolocation, treasure
hunts in store, etc.
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From data to action
Real time marketing
Mobile-first approach
Gamification
Store as engagement
(Big) Data analysis
Risultati
Scarica l’app
Back to Djungle

Behind the mobile application there is an
active software system capable of getting
ongoing information from the stores, users’
interactions, and purchases.
Data is processed in a real-time data stream,
where a series of algorithms measure the
indicators that help the management office
to make decisions about the new campaigns.
The loyalty system is based on a platform (Big
Data Platform) that is able to respond to a big
amount of events in real time; such as users’
likes, purchases in the sale points, check-ins
and customers’ geolocation.
This way the marketing actions can also be
real-time actions, and sent specifically to
some areas of the territory.
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A Djungle application
Real time marketing
Mobile-first approach
Gamification
Store as engagement
(Big) Data analysis
Risultati
Scarica l’app
Back to Djungle
Launch on february 14th, 2018
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Flying Tiger Copenhagen & Djungle
Download the Flying Tiger Copenhagen app

Contacts
info@djungle.io

Promo code: DJUNGLE

www.djungle.io

Follow us on LinkedIn

To know more about Flying Tiger Copenhagen
visit the website uk.FlyingTiger.com
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